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Abstract : Background: Preparing in the stress field (SF) is, increasingly, a concern for doctors of different specialties. Aims:
The aim was to evaluate the importance of an e-learning program for doctors postgraduate courses, in SF. Methods: Doctors
(n= 40 male, 40 female) of different specialties and ages (31-71 years), who attended postgraduate courses in SF, voluntarily
responded to a questionnaire that included the following themes: Importance of SF courses for specialty practiced by each
respondent doctor (using visual analogue scale, VAS); What SF themes would be indicated as e-learning (EL); Preferred form of
SF information assimilation: Classical lectures (CL), EL or a combination of these methods (CL+EL); Which information on the
SF course are facilitated by EL model versus CL; In their view which are the first four advantages and the first four
disadvantages of EL compared to CL, for SF. Results: To most respondents, the SF courses are important for the specialty they
practiced (VAS by an average of 4). The SF themes suggested to be done as EL were: Stress mechanisms; stress factor models
for different medical specialties; stress assessment methods; primary stress management methods for different specialties.
Preferred form of information assimilation was CL+EL. Aspects of the course facilitated by EL versus CL model: Active reading
of theoretical information, with fast access to keywords details; watching documentaries in everyone's favorite order; practice
through tests and the rapid control of results. The first four EL advantages, mentioned for SF were: Autonomy in managing the
time allocated to the study; saving time for traveling to the venue; the ability to read information in various contexts of time
and space; communication with colleagues, in good times for everyone. The first three EL disadvantages, mentioned for SF
were: It decreases capabilities for group discussion and mobilization for active participation; EL information accession may
depend on electrical source or/and Internet; learning slowdown can appear, by temptation of postponing the implementation.
Answering questions was partially influenced by the respondent's age and genre. Conclusions: 1) Post-graduate courses in SF
are of interest to doctors of different specialties. 2) The majority of participating doctors preferred EL, but combined with CL
(CL+EL). 3) Preference for EL was manifested mainly by young or middle age men doctors. 4) It is important to balance the
proper formula for chosen EL, to be the most efficient, interesting, useful and agreeable.
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